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The diffusivity of Na2.2 in amorphous silicon nitride thin films 
has been determined at 700°c and soo0c. A critical analysis of 
methods for studying diffusion in solids was made to determine an_ 
optimal method. The radiotracer method was cliosen employing the 
sectioning technique for concentration analysis. 
\ Concentration vs. penetraticn curves were obtained for the 
system from which an expression for the diffusivity according to the. 
thin film solution was,determined, with ninety-six percent confidence 
0 
.. 
on the concentration values and+ 3 A accuracy on the section thickness 
measurements, to be 
~ 
-
D = (4.3 + 4 · 2) x 10-8 exp 
- 1.6 
6 1,700 
- 4 ' 600 :!: 1 100 , cm2/sec., 
RT 























-A. Attractive·· Features of Silicon Nitride 
The interest in silicon nitride as a ~assivating, insulating, and 
masking medium for semiconductor devices has· ·stimulate.d considerable 
b 
' 1 i.esearch on this system~ Silicon nitride -filn1s -h~ve· been shown to 
Qe effective masksf tor most conunon dopants u·sed in st1icon and ger-
· manium with certa·in limitations. 2- 4 :tJ's·ed as mask, pas'.sivating layer 
and insulator, s.::ill:¢6Il nttr'ide: :,gave improvements in device stal.>il,;i_t:Y,, 
dielectric strength: ,and: c9ntto.-i. :c>"f surface state de.n:sity._~·5,· Qf: p·a;r-
ticular importance: was the fact t:hat the drift o'.f ·_ions,: unde-r·· ·t·eiqper:a-




c apac i tan·c.e~ volt ag~: chara~t. e·t:i--;5 ti¢ ·s, :of. a met a 1- insulator- semi con due tor 
structure, in which t"he· insulator was silicon dioxide (MOS structure), 
due to drift of alkali ions (Na, Li) und_er b.ias-.t-emperature cond:it.:i.ons. 6 
T-he degradation of ·:a semiconductor junctto11 due to al:k~li-metal ions 
:ha.d. ~l~o p~en· q:emonstrated. 7 Due to t;he ·.1119pili.t:'Y and. abundance of 
sod:i.um, it becmne the sus_pect ion. ·ay neutron,.6';,-~ ~ctivation .ex-. 
periments, sodium contamination in f:reshly _grown· :s·ific.on· dioxide films 
was foun.d. t.o: -be a-s l.-_arge .as_ 7 ·~·. io16 a:toms./cm3·., a: _su.~_f icJen.t concen-. 
... ·. 
·-
t:rat-lon to account for the observed ·e1~ctrical instabilities. Elec-
·t.rical drift studies,: ~using Na22 as·:· ·a_ tracer, demonstrated the r~ptd·. 
movement of sodium through sili¢_ot:l:: ··dio.x::ide films. Thus, the 
i: 







· .contaminant primarily responsible for the device instabilities had 
been determined. 
& 
Although the superior characteristics of silicon nitride had 
already been demonstrated, a measure of its barrier qualities was 
yet to be determined. 
a. Statement of the Problem 
Dalton10 and later Dalton and Drobek11 studied sodium drift and ~ 
diffusion in.silicon nitride films at 600°C by radiotracer techniques. 
22 
· 
Their work indicated that the diffusivity of Na in amorphous sili-
con nitride films would be .extremely sm~ll· although no diffusion co-
~fficients or mec.hantsms were determined· •. 
Following the sugges1;:ion by Mr. J. V. Dalton:,. th·e ·problem of 
:evaluating methods for the det~rmiiiat:-ion of· the diffusivity of ·Na·2·2 -. 
in silicon ni trid.e thin t ilms was u.nd.ert·a:keri :as: .pre~ented in th_i.~ 
paper. 
C. Methods for Determining Diffusivity 
There are numerous methods for stud_yi'ng. ·d::i.f.fuslon ·tn ·solicl ..s 
:which can be categorized according to= th.e analysis te.c:hniqlie .. as: 
12 electrical, chemical, and radioactive tracer. 
. . 
The electrical techniques. are most. often employed in ·semiconnuc-
tor diffusion experimente; where the diffusion c.oefficients are deduced 
from the movement of a p~n. Junction, change in electrical conducf-
. tivity of some part of the specimen or a change in the gradient of 
·the diff'erence in the concentration between donors and acceptors. The 
requirements for application of these methods are that the impurity 
being investigated must be electronically active in the particular 
I 
,t ., 
. I . 








4 • ;. 
.... _ ... , 
... ' 
medium and·-·affect its electrical properties. .A disadtiantage of these 
' . 
methods is the necessity of making reliable electrical contact with 
the spec~men. A~most important -limitation of electrical methods 
,,-
for aiffusivity determinations is the require111:ent that the mechanism 
of diffusion be known in order to relate conductivity and diffu-
I 
i ·t 13 S V1 y. 
'-Chemic a 1 analysis ·m.~Y :t,e. ··u'sed to meas·ure· t.he: ·.c·once.:rit::r.~t.ion of:· t>ne 
.;· 
·qtffus:~ng element as a funct:i(>'ii of the depth :o~ pen.etra.tio~t ·f·.rom 
WJi.ich ·t.he diffusivity 9an. b~ d~termined. 14 Ho.w~yer·., g.oo·d rep.r:oducl ..... 
b:i:lity ·fs difficult to achie.ve- at low concerit-ra·t:ic;,_n ·tevels and. this· 
met:_hod is essentially l;inilte,d tQ large ·concent:ratlons ci! the df.ff,.fs'.ing 
t·:i;.ons ·i-$: ·t.hat employing ·radioactive t:racers.. · Some of ·th·~ ~:cl,fant·ages·. .. 
. 
.. Q.:f .. th.is method -are -the ease of detecitj.on-~ spe·cific:ity and. ·sen.siti.v·...; 
··t· ..... 15 r. y •... · 
. . . 
The principal .d.~,t.e.ct:io_n :m.~thods 
· 16. 17; 
. ·. , 
. ar~:. 
(a) Ionization .of :a,, ·g·as as. 'in· Geiger-Muller: co@t:.Eits .. 
·'• (b) Scint illometry, the counting of light .em±ssJ.ons from a. 
material (nonnally Nal (Th) -ci·y:sta}s) subjec:~:~P. .. to the· 
bombardment of radioactive ·(iecay p·rod\l.cts . 
. (c) -Aut::<:>radi9gi-aphic methods which make use ·q:f' ·the sen-· . . . ' 
. 
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Specificity of a radioisotope embodies the properties which ·· 
/ 
allow unambiguous interpretation of a given species; these character-
izing properties are the half-life and nature of· the disintegration 
radiation. , · 
The radioactive tracer method permits the detect·ion of minute 
ii quantities of the diffusing species and hence is an extremely sensi-
ti.ve technique for diffusivity -determinations. 18 , The sensitivity of 
.a given species is a function of the half-life of the isotope, the. 
sensitivity bein.g greater the shor/er the half-life. For the isotope 
Na22 which has a half,~ .. :life of 2.58 years, :a measurable disintegration 
rate. of 10 pe:r. minute would have an associated mass of approximately 
7 -~ IO~lG gni' • . , theoretically perm·i;1:·tin:g. ··the determination of the· 
diffusion coefficient with suc:h: a. $~atl q11antity of solute that the 
composition of t·he. :original spe~imen i$. e,s,sentially unchanged. Con-
sequently, the radioactive tracer metho.d: wa·s chosen for the determina-
tion of the diffusivity of Na22 in si).tc.on .nit.ride thin films. 
J). Volume Diffusion in Thin Films 
1. Solution of Fick' s Second Law of Diffusion. 
One of the results of any diffusion experiment is· .a ,me.asure of •. 
., 
\ 
·dl< the cbncentration gradient of the diffusing species in the medium 
under study from which a diffusion coefficient,. I;>, for that species 
...... may be determined. If D is not a function of pos-~.tiqn in the medium, 
Fick' s · second la.w· of· diffusion in one dime_:Qslon '.may be written as 
(1) 
, .. ,, ... •: 
\;,i 
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where c represents the concentration of the diffusing species, tis 
time, and x -is the diffusion direction, taken p.arallel to the con-
_ centration gradient of the diffusing species. This partial differ-
.. 
ential ,.equation has a definite solution only if the ·initial conditions 
fixing the state of the system prior to diffusion ~nd the system 
boundary conditions are known. Fortunately, conditions may be chosen 
such that Fick's law may.be solved to yield a: value of D. 
2. The Thin-Film Solution19 
If a quantity a of solute is deposited in tb..~ f-'orm of. a thin 
film on the surface of a ~~.ec.:i.men of infinite tlltc:knes·s :and the 
specimen-solute combination .is annealed for a' ·time: t. ·so t:hat diffusion ... 
can occur, the concent,rat'.ion of solute .alqng' thEf s.p~qi~en ··will .be 
given by the equatior-r 






where x is ·the· dista.nce along the concentration gradient in a direc-
tion normal t:o the in,i..ti-al ·solute film. lf :a. ·second infinitely thick 
specimen is af~.txed. :to the solute deposit of the :first specimen and 
the comQina.tion annealed as before, the solute concentration along. 
ea.ch. s.peclme.h .of the couple will be given by the equation 
.~ 




. 2 -v,ri5t . 4Dt (3) 
where xis the distance in either direction normal to the initial 
solute film·. Equations (2) and (3) may b·e. shown to be solutions to 
Fick's second law by differentiation and substitution into equation 



















( 1) .• Further, equation~_(2) _ and ___ (~_). ____ 8-.~-~ .. !.~_!Y .... ~.!!~----!?Q~dary conditions 
of the problem since 
for lxl ) 0, c i- 0 as t • 0 and 
for x = O c ..... cc, as t •0. 
\ 
Note also that the ·total quantity of solute is fixed sin~e for equa-
tion (2) 
i®d- ·fo:r- ·equat_ion (3) 
f 00 c (x, t) clx - a. 
-co 
(4) 
Expressions (2) and (3) are referred to as the solutions for a 
··thin film on the end of ·and in the middl·e of an infinite medium. 
'Both so·lut.ions were applied in th-is experiment, expression (2) _beitjg·_ 
~ 
applic-ab1e to single dif.-fusion spec··imen and expres.s:Lon (3) to .dl:ffu~ · 
,. 
·:$:ion coup le s • 
3 • App 1 ica t ion of t·he· /th:1.p. :Fi -im Sq.lµt ton lls.ing Radioactive 
Tracers 
Examination of ecfuations (2) and (~)'. ·reve.ais· that at the plane 
x: .. 0, dc/dx = 0 anct. therefore the flux. of solute is 'Zeiro. Conse- · 
,q·uent.1y if. a thtrt ::fi.Jm: b-f _·so.lut·e .is· applied to a .s_p_e:c-:imen and allowed: 
,.. .. ·--~ 
• to diffuse in, t_h.e re·Sulting ·solute: distribut 01on. W1.ll -be described: ·l;)y 
equations. (2) -and. (3) Wi·t~ . X ~ ·Q and X = 0 at the. solute-rich end,.· 
Following an appropriate anneal, the concentration of the solut~ is 
., 
:2 measured and a plot of ln c versus x is made. F·rom· equations (2) 
and (3), it is· ~een t_ha.t: this is, a straight line of slope-(4Dt)-l so 














J that it t, the diffusion time, is knowri, D, the diffµEfi;_<>Jl. coefficient, 
can be calculated. 
The tl;lin film solution does not pre~suppo.se· the exact nature of , 
·-the phenomenon of diffusion. If the plot of In c -vs. x 2 is not a 
straight line, it may be.,. d~·duced only that the mechanism of diffusion 
. th th 1 - d- ··f·f . :20 , 21 - 1 s o er an vo ume -1 -- us ion- ~ • · - · 
Note also that expression·~: (2) and (3) make no distinction con-
.. cerning the nature of the· solute, i.e. whether radioactive or not. ', •.-. 
Therefore, if the det-e.ct-a:ble radioactivity (coµpts/unit time) is 
-e:qual t9· some ·c:on:stant times the concentration,_ ·a_. plot of ln activity • 
'2 
. 
--I :y~'rsus X:' w.i.11 also. ,be ,a. straight line of sl~p·e·-(4Dt) from which D 
sect i-on_ing. methods. 
1--he-te are- a number of· -abso:tption methods pr·e:-$ent-ly in use, all 
.ap·plying the same genera"! pr:i.nGi_ple. After an ~pp_.ropriate anne~l, a. 
measure of th~ soiute cc,ucent:ra~-ion is obtained by-, :~etermining the 
remaining radioactivity over· a.-11 oJ:- pa..r:t of the .diffusion specime11: 
_a$. successive layers are removed. ' 
Two absorption me:thods are the su·rface decrease method· ·a~d. 
- 22 Kriukov 's and: Joukhovitzky' s method. The limitation- of the -surf·ac_e_: ... : . ·• -.. 
. 
decrease method is a req~ired knowledge of the absorption_ G.<>ef-f·ic{e_nt 
for the radiation in t1'e medium under stu(ly. Kriukov's an~ 




'l -- - --~. -- . , __ -• 
9. 
coefficient if the radioactivity of the diffusion specimen can be 
measured on the initial deposition surface and its opposite. This 
is not always possible, particularly with non-metallic thin film 
samples. 
The sectioning method is the one most frequently used for study-
ing diffusion by means of radioactive tracers. 23 It is the method 
\ 
currently used for all the more accurate determinations of D for sub'-
stitutional atoms. 24 
In the -sectioning method, -following. :an appropriate anneal thin· 
.. sections of the specimen are .r~~ov~:CJ :parallel to the initial solute-
specimen interface.. The :so.lute: ;concentration of each .section is 
determined froin: -~ .-Jileasut~- of the- section· radioactiyit)r:, A p_lot of .ln 
radioactivity v.ersus i 2 , where x is the d.is.t.ance. ·:frQ_m· {µ~ ~nit-·i_a.l 
' 
'·":l interface to t_he me·an .. of the section fn -quest·ion·~ :Will. ·give a straight-: 
line accord°ing· ,:to e.guations (2) and (~} w::rt·h ~ :~::ia.p,e~ of-(4Dt)- 1 , ag~t~ 
allowing a calcu.Iatio_n .o.f D if t is known. 
· The advantage o·+: th_¢ sectioning _method ·ts, that :it does not de.;.., 
pend on the prope:rtfes ·of the radiations emit-te:d: :by: the radioactive 
p 
atom and therefor.e 'allows detenninatio11 of diffusion coefficients 
without int·rod1..1cing ~ny difficulties of interpretation. He~ce, tQis.· 
method w_a.,s: c)lclsen for the diffusivity detenninations· • 
.. 
-
. . . 
.. The major source of _e,rror in diffusivity·.<!etermina1: .. Jo11-s, p~r-
-~-i.cul_a.rly wh~n using thin· film specimen, is introduced in the deter-
-mination of. the thickne.ss removed. ·_ Th.is error is inherent ih any 
of the foregoing me.t'hods •. 
--
.:. 
'·· .• ·:t 
"'': ... ----------=. 








' ........... ---., .. --- .. --- "--~-
- ..... . 
:io. 
,l E. Methods o~ Measuring the Thic.kness of Thin Films 
4 
. .... !....-.- :-·a. 
' '. 
Four optical methods ~re available for measuring the thickness ·· 
removed. These are multiple-beam interferometry, 25 ellipsometry, 26 I 
. . 
-V~, 27 (Variable Angle Monochromatic Fringe Observation) and 
CARIS28 (Constant Angle Reflection Interference Spectrum). 
~--
Multiple-beam interferometry requires a specular surface which 
generally requires a metallic film overlay such as silver and a sharp 




When these criteria are met., t~is :methoq wtll yield thickness deter-
5.01.o· fo· . r.-· ·-f·. ·1· .·lms·. a· ·s· ·-t-. ·h.1·_··n· a· -~-. _100 A0 • 29 ' JO 
minations to accura.cies .. of. ,c 
:i.· 
. 
However, t-his· tec"tu:iique ·of· mea.sureJiie.n:t· is laborious and more important-
ly clestn.i~.ttve since a sharp step is required in the specim~n surface_. 
By:the use of an ellipsometer,· a measure of the effects of re-
flectlon on the state of polarizat.ion, of polarized light may be ob-
tai_~ed.. The ellipsometer measure·s two angles, ~- and YI. ·.1 is. d·e.finetl; 
as t·he change in the· difference between the phases of two components 
_of light upon refolect·ion f·ronf a surface, one component labeled p -i:~ 
parallel to the plane of incidence while the other labeled s~ is 
normal to the plane of incidence. y; is the arctangent of the factor 
by which the ratio of the amplitudes o'f the p ancl slight components . ..._ 
change upon ·reflec.tlon. From the ,relationshtp of tlle- quantities 6 
... and 1/t, the properties of a ref . lecting. system consisting. of.· a film-




the film and the Fvest\el reflection coefficients for the two compon-
, 













. •""" ----'~- -... ~- ' 
' 
I '! • 
• • I f 
11. 
interfaces. The resulting fundamental equation of ellipsometry is31 









where -r1P and r 1s are the Fresnel coefficients for the two component ,--~ waves for reflection into the ambient from the surface of the film 
at the air-film interface and r 2p and r 2s are _the coefficients for 
reflection into the film from the substrate at· the film-substrate interface. The exponential quantity 6 is the change in phase of the beam of vacuum wavelength~ caused by traversing the film of thickness . d and index of refraction n 1 . 
sin2 cp ) i degrees (7) 
where cp is the angle of incidence in the ambient medium which is 
assumed to have an index of refraction of unity. Substitution of (7) 
and the appropriate expres.ston·s ,for t·h~ :r.r.e.snel coefflc.ients32 into (6) -and separation of the resu1t:i.µ:g equation into .its real and imagi-
nary parts yields two eq.uation-s, -one .for -~- and another for ip. Since bot-h 6 and VI are functions of d }1:n.d n1., the refractive index and film thickness may be determined f°rom. eJlipsometer measurements and. 
' 
. 
s;o:lut,ion of the equations. 
Accurate measurement of a film thickness by th1s method requires 
a carefully aligned system with polarizing prisms mounted in divided 
circles which can be read to+ 0~01°. Moreover, the measurement -
accuracy is dependent. upon tl).e given film thickness and index of 
., 
" ... ' 
:,, 
\ 
. .., -- -·~-·. ------- ··- -~----~ ... ' .... 
' . 










The proposed diffusion specimen thickness for this experiment 
was approximately 2,000 X, considered to be the optimum thickness 
0 for.semiconductor application. Assuming 600 A would be removed from 
the specimen during the sectioning procedure, the final film thickness 
would be 1400 Rt a value which cannot be accurately determined by 
ellipsometry for a refractive index of 2 .. 0 which is the value for 
·1· ·t "d 33 si icon n1. r1. e. 
. . The VAMFO technictUe is applicable ·to. tlli¢:lmess determinations of 
silicon nitride films but is limited in a~:c.Qt.aqy, particularly for 
34 films less than 2 microns thick. 
The CARIS technique for· measuring the thfcJm.ess of trans parent 
:films .on reflective substrates is preci.se;,. easy and nondestructive. 
:Silfcon nitride is transparent to ultraviol~t :and white light and 
therefore wavelengths from these portions of ·the. spectrlDil are u.s~d .• 
As the nam:e impI~~s, t.·h~. CARIS method is ~;rt: interference f'ring.e 
technique .. If an incident beam of light strikes the sur.face of a 
. ' 
·film at some arbitrary .angle', .it will be split 'into two· beams on 
the first reflection·. O.ne of th.ese _two will be reflected from th~: atr~ 
,.· film inte.rf.ace ,while the second will be refracted by the film and _._· :; 
.reflected by the film-substrate interface. These two reflected beams 
~ 
.. will interf.ere to give a-~re-sultant combined intensity. The combined 
• 
intensity of the rays is a function of the phase difference between 
., 
the two rays ~t any given wavelength. The phas.e diffe'rence, if any,. 
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follow. This difference is due to the optical path through. the film 
.Plus .any difference· of phase shift at the two interfaces. For the 
case in which a beam is normal to the specimen ( '() =0), the net 
I 
phase difference between the· split beams· will be 2nd, the optical 
rath inside the film, plus any difference in phase shift at the two 
. 
. reflections. The thickness and refractive index of the film are 
respectively d and n. If ~f is the phase shift (expressed in terms 
of the wavelength) at the air-film interface and ~sis the phase 
shift at the film-substrate interface, the optical path difference is 
where 
, 
~ = 2nd + q,_f + 11.. 
'*'s 
or 
~= 2nd + H 
. 
N - 'q, 





Constructive and· destructive interference of the two beams will ··~ 
~ occur when the optical path difference is an integral number of 
• 
wavelengths and half-wavelengths respectively. Expression (9) can 
therefore be.written as 
. 2nd = (m - N) ~ (10) 
. where m, the order of interference, is an integer for constructive 
· ~- - --- ·· --_ interference. which gives intensity maxim~ and an integer +i for 
destructive interference which gives intensity minima. To avoid 
' determining m, two minima are used of 'order m and m + p corresponding 








\ . >. (10) and equating to eliminate m yields an expression for the film · .... \ 
thickness 
I: d= p + Nl - N (11) 2 ,. .. •:.,'. i:-
' : . 




where x1 > X.2. nl and n2 and N1 and N2 are generally different, 
having values that correspond to the particular wavelength at which 
they were measured. 
The more general situation encountered in practice is for light 
to be indicent on the specimen at angles other than normal incidence. 
It can be shown that in this case the n1 are replaced by 
(12) 
" 




The thickness can be calculated from expression (13) only if t 
. * * 
-• --- -·-·-''--------·····•--'-T.' ~--.• -~1 .. ~ _ .. ~2L. _!1_1 __l~!}d_ n2 _are known .at--the wavelengths -A 1-··and_" ~x 2 e 
-
...; ---- ---~ . -~ ~ 
... 
To avoid 
the necessity for determining these quantities directly, Reizman and 
Van Gelder devised a fringe chart as follows.35 They measured ~he 
thickness of samples of silicon nitride films,on silicon substrates 
\ 




with a t.1v-visible spect-roph·otometer having a constant angle of incidence 
0 of 26.5. These same specimens were measured independently with a 
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were correlated with the wavelengths of the minima found using the. 
spectrophotometer. The result is a fringe chart giving d vs. X for 
various orders of interference. Any error due to dispersion or 
phase differences at the reflection interfaces has thus been elimin-
. 0 
. ated since interferometric measurements using thick (1000 A) highly 
· 36 reflective films such as silver are phase independent. However, 
once a fringe chart for a particular material has been determined, the 
refractive index and the net phase shift can be calculated .as a func-
tion of wavelength from information implicit in the fringe charts. 
To determine the thickness of a film specimen of the same type 
.mat,erial as used to make the fringe charts, i.e. grown by the same 
:methods, a reflection spectrwn is obtained from the unknown and the 
·wavelengths of the minima, which correspond to certain orders of 
interference, are marked on a. straight edge. The thickness is given 
directly by the fringe chart upon bringing the marks on the straight 
edge into col·n.cidence with the proper interference orders on the fringe 
0 chart. This method is capable of measuring films as thin as 300 A. 
The absolute accuracy of the thickness measurement of a single 
. . 0 layer film using this method~i..s:_appr-0ximately .. --+ -50--A-.--·--·H·owever,··th-e----·---- .. ----.. ·--···· -· -- _ _.... ____ ____;,. ____ _, ·--. 1._. ____ ........ _ ..... __ ........ ______ 1.- . -
precision or relative accuracy is limited only by the resolution of 
· 37 the wavel.ength of t,he minima which is estimated to be + 0.3%. 
-
T~erefore, upon establ:ish'ing a value of d using all the reflection 
minima obtained from a measurement and thereby identifying the va.rious 
interference orders, the shift in the minima for one or more inter-.. 
:, 
ference orders can be fo.llowed as a specimen is sectioned permitting very 












accurate thickness determinations. Form= 3.5 and 6.5 in the ultra-
'Violet wave~ength region, the expected accuracies are t 2 i and± 4 i 
/;;'"* 0 respectively for a wavelength mt .. ima resolution of 5 A. 
Thus, this method Which is precise, ·easy to apply, and non-
destructive was chosen for thickness determinations of the diffusion 
specimen. 
___ ...,. --·--.----- ... ··-.· . -- .. --- - --- - . - _,.., 
.d --·-·--- -·- .. - ------.--:-= ~ .. • _ ... - .. ~ .. ,....t..'...___ ...... -:· ....... _ • ..., - o~_ '"'" - - .•• _., ·.~ _., -..o -"· • •; . -
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I I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ,. 
The diffusion co1fficients for sodium in ·amorphous silicon ni-
tride films on silicon substrates were detennined by a radioactive 
tracer technique employing thermal activation. ·Appendix 1 is a 
listing of the equipment-- used in this .experi.ment . 
A. Film Preparation 
The thin film samples used in this ,expe~iment were prepared by 
Dr. V. E. Hauser of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Allentown, Pa. 
These films were deposited on .0045 - .006 inch thick by 1 1/4 inch 
diameter single crystal ~~1.iGon substrates whose { 100 } planes are 
parallel to the surface.. .The films were deposited by the pyrolytic 
method in which silane, SiH4 , and ammonia, NH3., in excess hydrogen 
were react~d at sso0 c to form sili~on:nitride, Si3N4, according to 
. 38 39 the follo~ing reaction. ' 
3SiH4 + 4NH3 (14) 
. _..,,,...__ 
0 samples was nominally 2950 A with a uniformity 
.... 












Detennination40· of the weight percent of N2 by emis-s1on spectro-
scopy for SiaN'4 film samples of previous runs,depos~ted under the • 
same conditions as those used in this exper.iment show the samples-
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18. 
of 39.9%. The samples used for.analysis were shown to be amorphous 
by x-ray diffraction. 
1 
2. Structure 
Drobek and Dalton41 have shown a correlation between crystal-
linity and etch rate of Si3N4 in ammonium fluoride hydrofluoric acid 
mixture or dilute buffered hydrofluoric acid~ This relationship 
was determined by glancing angle diffraction for pyrolytic and plasma 
deposited films. To ascertain the film structure of the samples 
used in this experiment, a sample from those furnished by Dr. 
I 
Hauser was etched for increasing time interva.ls with electron dif-
fraction patterns made of the surface after each etch period. The 
. entire surface was $C~nned with the electron microscope to obtain a 
representativ~ dif:fractlon pattern in each ca~~:. The results for 
this experiment .are _given in Table I and F'igure I. The CARIS tech-
_nique was used f.or tli'ickness determination. The initial thickness 
0 of the film ·for this :s_a·~ple was 2900 A. The: broad diffuse lines 
indicate the film to be amorphous in ·nature. A comparison of the . . 
etch rat~ with that· found· by Drobek and Dal ton shows this sample to .. 
0 have a mean crystallite diameter less than 20 A. It was therefore 
... 
- - -- ------... .... - ---·- - -
-
·-'-assumea·-tliat -the·-:fii-ms--m~ide in this run are amorphous. The uni-
formity of the etch rate shows that the degree of crystallinity did 
not vary significantly :through the film. Figure 1-f indicates ,that 
the film has etched unifbrmly to the substrate. 
3. Film Density 
The film density was determined by weight difference of a film 
2 
of lo734 cm cross-sectional area which was sectioned by etching in 
--- .... ---·-
- ~ 
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buffered hydrofluoric acid. The CARIS technique and a multiple I 
beam interferometer were used to determine the thickness of the film 
... 
removed during an etch period and a micro-balance for weig~t loss 
determination. Kodak Metal Etch Resist was used to mask the silicon 
substrate and outer periphery of the film of a half wafer to give 
·a known geometry. A value of 2. 41 ~ .22 gm/cm3 was determined by 
etching a single sample. 42 Chu- et al found a density of 2.78 
gm/cm3 for films made .by the silane-ammonia reaction at 850°c. 
The theoretical density of crystalline a. - Si N. has been reported 
3 --4 
42 3 43 . 3 
as 3.18 gm/cm and 3.44 gm/cm. 
4. Refractive Index 
The refractive index .was determined w.i th. an ellipsometer on ·th·e·-1 
:same .a.ample used for densit:Y determination. A value of 1 .97 was 
44 fo.411:<'.i fpr thi-s sample. ChU. et al have reported an index .o.f 
0 
r,e.:fr::~ct1.._9µ of I ."98 for films deposited at 900 C. 
5. Surface Topography and Defect Density 
The surface topography of a sample was determined by making 
~eplicas in three different ateas of the s~me film. Figures 2a-2f are 
micrographs of the results, two figures taken from each area. All 
. -- . - . ,,_ - - - - - .. -·- . - --~ • ..1 
micrographs are 40,000X. The replicas were made by the dry strip-
ping method using a one ·percent Formvar solution-which was then 
shadowed by m·~@ns .. of carbon-pl at inµm pellets at· ·an angle __ of 20 de-
grees. The figures show peaks and depressions, ~he peaks indicating 
defects in the form of pipes in the film. However, the maximum depth 
0 










the total ~film thickness. The micrographs shown are from areas of 
.. t 
' , ___ , ......... _ ....... --~·-·~· ...... ----maximum surface defect density, determined by scanning the replic·as 
with the electron microscope. 
• Additional surface defect determinations were made in which ten 
areas from another sample were examined using a Leitz Psnphot Metal-
lograph at SOOX. By this technique, th~ average surface defect 
density, whe·re a defect· is any discernible variation in the film. 
5· 2 surface, was found· to =be 1. •. 5· x 10 per cm • A selective etching 
45 technique using A. w.a.ter~am~_ne complexing agent system did not 
reveal any defect·.s. w-h'ich ext:ended through the film to the silicon 
substrate. 
C. Isotop_e Application 
22.. . . ·The radioactive -isoto·pe· :t1s·ed in tqis .e.xper·:i.m_~n.t .was· N:a · J':11:· ·t,he 
chemical form NaCl dissolved in o· • .,sN ·Hc1. 
Prior to the appltcation of the isotope the films were ultra-
sonically washed for lQ ·µiinutes in a water - 0 .1 % by volume Tri ton-X.;.. 
100 solution followed by an overflow tinse in distilled wa·ter and. 
dried under an infrared lamp. Examination of the surfaces. unde·r a :25X '-
,:t.l·ght microscope revealed no water marks or debris. 
Vacuum deposition techniques were used to apply the 'isotope to 
-the film specimen. The film specimen was placed in the vacuum 
chambe:r of a Veeco Model 9 vacuum system directly under a V-shaped 
platinum boat_ in the center of which the isotope had been dried usins 
an infrared lamp·. The chamber was evacuated to a minimum of 106 
Torr at which pressure a current of ·42 amperes was passed ~hrough. 











. . ~ ~ •;. ··-
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current for 1 .. minute, then white heat again f·or 1 m,inute. The vac-
uum . . 5 in the chamber did not drop below 10 Torr during the heat cycle. 
,: 
Figure 3 contains an autoradiograph for film sample 7-'li made 
~ immediately after deposition of the radioisotope with the silicon 
side adjacent to the photographic film. This autoradiograph is 
typical of those made of the diffusion samples. The photographic 
film used was Kodak No-Screen Medical X-ray with an exposure time of 
4 hours.for this sample. Figur~ 4 is a micrograph showing the as· 
·deposited distribution of Na22 on the surface of a diffusion specimen. 
To determine the deposition efficiency of this technique, the 
r.adioactivity of e.ach diffusion sample was me·asured and compared to 
:th·e :ra:dioa:ctivi.ty of a standard Na22 source counted under the same 
geometrical configuration. Appendix 2 outlines the procedure for 
determining the deposition efficiency and surface concentration. The 
surface concentration for each sample prior to the diffusion anneal 
is given in Table 2. 
D. The Diffusion Anneal 
All diffusion anneals made in this experiment were carried out 
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purity argon under a positive pressure of 2 p.s.i.g~ flowing at the, .[;t 
rate of 473 cm3/min. This gas flow rate flushed the furnace tube 
approximately 2.4 · times per minute. The argon gas was passed through· 
an oxygen trap a~d a Drierite drying tower pr~or to enterlng the 
furnace.· The intent was to prevent an oxidizing atmosphere which 
" 
would possibly convert ~~e s13 N 4 films to Si02 • 
:, 
11~ kl r 
f;;-
i{ t~ 
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PrJ.or to the diffusion annea1·s, the temperature profile of the 
.r 
Lindberg oven was measured from which a 1 5/16 inch section near 
the center was found to have a maximum yariation of· 2°c at sos0 c. 
·All samples were placed in this position during the thermal anneal. 
~ 
'\ Two physical arrangements of the specimen were employed for the 
diffusion anneals, singles and. couples. The single samples were 
annealed with the film surface on which Na22 had been deposited 
open t.o the. iI\ert ambient atmosphere. The diffusion couples were 
22 · · anneale:d w-i th the ftl.m surfaces, on each of which Na had been de-
posited, . mated t·o:gether and weighte·~ with. a 36 gm. section of high 
purity alllDlin·a:.: 
During. tJ1~ diffusion anneals, t·he temperature was monitored with 
a Leeds and Northrup ~peedomax :Ii,. r·ecorder and Leeds and Northrup 
Model 8686 Milli'vol t Potentiometer:" Jtcc~ra.te to one microvolt. The 
theoreti.cal a.ccuracy qf the temperature determinat·io.n was ~ 0.25%, 
~ l micr.ovolt, w-.ith a·· ·me~s11re·d maximum va.riation about the mean an--
. 
0 n~aling ambient t:emperature of ~ 2.5· C for any given diffus·ion an.neal • 
an error of less than 1% in the effective time of diffusion for the 
·shortest annealing time. The reported times of :the diffusion ann~~ls 
. 
are time at the temperature. 
E. Sample Analysis 
Immediately after each diffusion anneal, the radioacti vi:ty: of 
each sample·was determined, then ultrasonically washed for 10 minutes 
I 
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, 
distilled water, dried and again counted for radioactivity. Excess I: 
.. 
Na22 was removed from the surface of all Sf1mples (except #2); th'is 
., 
was determined by the difference-in the radioactivity before and after 
washing. 
Following the wash-count procedure, autoradiographs were made of 
each sample with the annealed film adjacent to the.photographic film. 
An autoradiograph of s~iripl"e 7-B is shown in Figure 3. 
Prior to sectioni.ng, .e·a_ch sample was maslted with KMER leaving an 
exposed area of t.he ·most, unff·orm. film of each specimen for etc_hing in :o'· 
the shape of a half~di-sk- -for all samples except 4-B and 5-A which were 
,quarter-disks, th·e· other qliarter sections being used for x-ray diffrac-
.. t.t.·on. studie~:.. The rn_asktng a.1:s,o 'eliminated et·c'hl-ng;. :of the :siliccn sub-
,f. s.t·-rat.e and: cons¢guently :a. _pos~ible error in tb:e cta·:t>tt due to the c;iif-
fus'ion 'bf: Na 22·: :into ttre. S\lbstrate. The solubflity46 of sodium in sili-: 
:.. 
con. ha~r be.eJ:;t d~ft.·ermined to J>E:) ,3 x 1017 atoms/c·m3 -at soo0 c. 
The sampi.e_s w.ere s·ect-ioned by etching· :wi-:t'h buffered hydrofluor.i.c 
--ac·td· :-m-ixt.ure·. for ~n·owrt in.terva.ls o.:f -t:·im.~ in spectrally pure 60 ml. 
vials. The time: tnterva}· accuracle·s '~re: :ttpproximately 10 seconds, the 
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flushing the surface with a known quantity pf distilled water into 
the same vial used f.or etching. Con~eqtJently, an etch rate1 for each 
. . section was determfn·ed:._ The CARIS method; was used for section thic·k-
ness determination. ~ With the exception of samples 4-B and 5-A,- an-
average of the seqtion thicknesses were determined from me,a·-surements 













. .• i' 
sa.mples 4-B and 5-A, the section thicknesses were determined from 
measuremen'ts of a single area. In all cases, the spectrophotometer 
orifice was 3/16 inch allowing considerable area to be examined in 
each measurement. 
After sectioning, the etchant-quench solutions were dried using:· 
a. comb"ination of low vacuum and heat. The evaporation ..... rate was 
appro~imateJy 10 ml. of solution per day. 
The, .concentration of Na 22 from eac·h:- :section solution was deter-
·mined· py .scintillation· ._spectrometr·y· using a single channel analyzer 
.and pulse height discriminator. with Q 4.0 volt window set(t<;> count 
47 _, t:h~- O. 51 MeV gamma peak. The relati:ye· ·p·robable error in counting 
for- .each section is g.iv.en. in- Table 3·\. 
After sect'ioning: . .-ea·ch s:-ample,: autoradiqg:i·a1>"hs wer~ aga-in .made to 
determine wh¢ther or -ngt- all t-he radioactive sodium had been removed 
from the unma.s-ked. $·urfa,CEf... An :~utora(J:ie>.~rat>h of 7-~a;: ·whic·h is typical, .. 












































III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Nine samples were thermally annealed for the purpose of evaluating 
"' the radioactive tracer method employing the- sectioning technique for · 
determining the diffusivity of Na22 in Si3N4 thin films. The anneal-
ing times, temperatures, and sample annealing configurations are given 
in Table 2. Th~ data from the sectioning and counting of each diffti-
·sion specimen are presented in Table· 3. No adjustments to the activity 
data were made for elaps·ed t_ime between the counting of first and last 
sections of any given diff·usion anneal since the total counting time 
was less than 1% of the isotope half-life. 
A. Diffusion Coefficients 
Figures 5 - 10 are plo.t.s o.f 'thE:!·· ln .. s_pect:fic· ac-t-'lvity/llll:it volume 
-·2 
1 . . . 
. Fig1Jte 1.1 ·ls .a plot o.f ln .D vs. T from which an exp res-
. ,s . -ion. for D cCfv..e:r·· the tempEff~ture ·r~g-:e of· 700 - soo0 c according to the 
D = (4.3 !f~x 1cf~--461 6o0 !l:f83 cm2/sec 
RT. 
• 
The cu~es were ,fit ··by the least squares method using a linear regres-
:sfoil. program run on an IBM 1130 computer. The diffusion coefficients 
were calculated. f.rotn the derivative.s of expressions (2) and (3), 
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• where tile left side of the expression _ is the slope of the le·ast I • 
" .. -- . . I squares line, Dis the diffusion coefficient, and·t the,diffusion time. 
The diffusion coefficients with the calculated variations for each 
sample according to the thin-fi'lm solution are given in Table 2. The 
maximum and minimum calculated values for each D were determined using 
the accumulated error in x 2 , considered to ±. 3 i per thickness measure- . 
rnent and 3 times the re.lative probable error of- c.ouri_t_in_g .which has a 
I, 
--· ---···- =-··--·--·-·····-····-· -
likelihood of 0.04 of being\ excee.ded. The: dif.fu:si,og C'Q'e,-f.ficients were:. 
determined using -th~ da.t:a points repre·sente«:[ by the op~n: symbols. fot: 
which explanation ts g.J:v~.P in the follow_Ii:i~· ,sect.ton. 
In ac;c(?rd~nce. with. the thi~-;::fi.im. soluti.on, a ·piot. o;f In sp.ec'iftc-
t · · -· t· · ~ 2 · h · 1· a··. - · ·~ 1 d · 1 ·_a.c· __ 1v1 y vs. :x. _,s . ou-.. ·. yre· · • a. stratght line:: o:f s:lope - 4 Dt if the. 
-diff.Q.$:ion. ,co·eff.ic i.ent i_$ J;i._pt a function .of· :p·os:i:t iori. As indica't¢cl 
p·reviou~~ly, 1.f such a plot .does not yield a. st.raig--ht lin.e· When the 
.,P.hy-sical arrangement. of the diffusion s:yst_em. :ftilfill? t·he requirements 
'· sp¢.G.iftc to the thf.n~filrn solution, as these :exp.erirnent.s· :VJ~t~- de.signed 
to do, the c·ono'Iusfons ar.e t-11.~t d·fffus.ioit took p.lace· :by :some· scheme .. 
.. . . ,/. . 
other than vrilume diffusion. 
. ·.,:· 
Examination of Figures 5 ·- :1-0 reveal t.hat .t,n-1 · a __ . -~P--_-.·_o.rtion of the .. y 
dat·a points can be reasonably_ fit by a straight line. A correlation 
... c·oe:ff:icient for the dat,a. from each s_pecimen excc:~~cJ 0.86 in every cas~ 
·indicating that: the .·re_g·ression line accounted for at least 74 -perc~nt-:· 
f th . t .. . . .. . . l t' - ·• - • t'· -;· · · ·t· . 1 . 48 o e var1a. 1qr1 i1n . -n ac· · 1.v·1. _ y. uni .: vo ume. Tµe. ·s_igni:ficance .of: 
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.. volume vs. x2' :for the chosen data points is.justified and hence 
diffusion coefficients were calculated according to the thin film· 
~oltuion. 
The solid.data points indicated in the figures were not used in 
the ~etermination of the diffusion coefficients. 
The solid data points representative of the first section or 
sections depending on the diffusion specimen were found to be due to 
Na22 which had piled-up and fused to the SiaN4 film surface during 
the thermal anneals. After each thermal anneal, a 10 minute ul tr.a~ 
$Onie wash in a detergent-wetting solution, O .1% by volume Triton·-.x~ 
100 + water, followed by -a ·double rinse in deionized water was: ilot 
22 sufficient to remove the p_f·le-up althoug~ :qonsiderable Na was removed 
!rom' the surface of each -s._p~.ctmen exGept for #2. This ·.p:h.enomena was not 
expected and therefor¢ provok:e.d: c·onsid.e·rable confus·ion as to the cause 
of the etch rates in exc~s:"s. of those expec.te.d ·for am·orphous silicon 
·nitride. 
49 
-Samples were $Ubjected tri glancing angle electron dif-
fracti.on and x·-ray diffraction using a Debye.;.Scherr~r ·camera with 
. n~ither revealing any crystalline material otn.~r than silicon. I:t: :wa·s' 
then suspected that the fast etch ra1te phen·orne·~on might be du_e to .a 
'• retained surface ·concentra·tion of sodium, particularly since the dif--.: 
fusion couples which tended to con-tairi ·the sodiwn during the anneals 
exhibited this phenomena·~more: so th-at;t the singles. Upon examination 
. of the un~tched surfaces of ·the: diffusion coupl~.~ with: a metallograph 
using sheared. light, the p11·e7up of Na 22 was ·quite evident. Figure 12 ' 
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28. 
Figure 13 ·shows defects found in the I 
anneal and washing sequence. •. 
central portion of samples 3-A and 5-A after etc;tiing to depths of 283 0 0 A a~d 689 A respectiveiy. These are areas of maximum defect density 
and very few such areas were found .in the nine diffusion specimens. 
The shape of the concentration vs. penetration curves for the 
diffusion couples all show a tendency toward curvature indicating that 
perhaps more than one diffusion met:h~nism -i-s operative or that D is a 
function of concentration. Consider the concentration-penetration 




solid symbol data. points representing meari depth-s of 658 A and 841 i 
~espectively. If these points were con_Iiected ·by a straight line, a 
positive slope for ln activit_y/untt. volµme vs._ x·2· would be found. No 
explanation can be _giv~:Q: for thi>s ph,en.omena -~:~. t.his time. Examination-
. of the concentration v·s. pene.trat-ion cut\re·s: :ft~r.- t.he diffus_i_oh of sodium 
into Si3N4 and Si02 f.ilm:s found .b_y· ·oaJt-ort .:and··nrobek50 show considerable 
curvature and also ~:11.. ·-µpturn i)J the :curve _f.or· S10:2 ~-t· ·thEr .f.illl'l--sili9on 





- I considerable ,¢urvii-:tur'e 1;'n their concentration v~._: ·pen:e.tra:ti·op_ curve$ 





that the U-shaped profile t>b.ser-ve:d: .:a:f"ter diffusion wa.s .b.el:ieved due to 
rate limitation at t~e f-ree :~,ur:f.ace and electrostatic ·binding plus 
·enhanced solubili.ty at the Si~Si_02 ipterface. They further comme·nted 
that the time dependence of the diffusion· characteristics does not seem 
t.o pe the result of simple diffusion. · 
.. :, . 
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29. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND ,,RECOMMENTATIONS 
The conclusions are· that the radiotracer method enip_loylng the 
s~ctioning technique can be used with considerable confid~nce in the 
determination of the diffusivity of Na22 in· silicon :nitr:id·e. thin films. 
Further, the CARIS technique for thickne:ss: get.ermlnatlons: is· precise 
and e~sy· .. to apply~ 
.. ., .. 
. ·. 22· . . 




./ thin films, it- l~ recb,inrilencfe·d ~.t.hat :·aacltti.o.nal difftis:i:011. studies .be .,·•'•- - ' .. "1;~. . 
--
. . . ·. . ->->. '· 22 .· .. • ....... . ma.de using larger SU·r!a;c_e con_centrat1:on~. ·~N.a · thermally :annealed 
':<,"' 
·-----~ for longer pertods of ·time. t.o. o:bt~in de·eper ·trac~r-pe.pe:frati,dn-:._. F\lr ... 
·:--· 
th·er.,. -thes-e experiments should be- -.cqrid1icte.d ove·r· :ar:i. ,~xt-~_:n:ded tempera.-
t rt to d_ et.· .-,e· .rm in.-e·· 1.f.· · t. h_ ·'e. di f'f us to·:. n · rti:-e· ,·c·_:h·.·a· n. 1· ,sm· s· t· 
· t . lire ra ge :aref · .. empe:ra .ure. 
dependent. 
:s:pecinien in order to mirfimize the refac·tton· ·of t.he isotope·: W.i-_t.h: ·the.-
ambie~t- .: A. further obvious r_ea:son for using· t_he: c:o.upl.f'· 1s tha,t t:wo 
sets: o.t dat~ .a-re -o.b.talne·d under _f.dehtical ·ambi,~;tn:t. con_dft tons: for: .eac.h 
........ :·thermal anneal ·p~tm.ftting e:c:onomy i..n: ¢xpe_rimen.fat.io11 :·wbtle. afto.r#ing 
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Material Characterization.and Surface Preparation Apparatµs 
1. Electron Microscope: R.C.A. Model EMD-2, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Allentown, P~. 
2. Electron Microscope: Hitachi Model HU-llA ·, Western Electric Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. 
3. X-ray Diffractometer: General Electric Model 11 CK-3. 
\ 4. Metallographs: 
1. Leitz Wetzlar, Model MM-5. 2. Leitz Wetzlar, Model Panphot. 
5.. Ultrasonic Cleaner: Acoustic~ Model X:>8: 50 AH· ,,, 
6·. ·in:tr~red ·Seat tamp. 
.,· 
:·7·_. Vacuum Deposition Equipmen:.~.',·: Veet~Q Mod.el ~, :.B:ell ·:Telephone La.bo~at.ories)J Allentown:, Pao: 
·tl,~- D~f-f'usion Anneal Apparatus 
l. Furnace: Lirtd·berg/Hevj.-D.uty series tube ;fti:tnace, Model 54032, with control c.onsole, Model 59~44; capable of :t 2 °F temper:ature control. 
:2 ~ Alumina T1:1be and Sample Sled: McDanel Refractory Porcelain Company, AP :3·5, ·9.9%· pure .. , Tube 1" o.n. x 27" L. Sled constructed ·of· 1/2'' ~ 4 3/4" Dee. tube with attached .22" O.D. x .15" l.D. x 15··" t:ube to accommodate thermocouple o 
3. Thermocouples: 
:..., . 
. ,I ,,. 





-'· :, ,• 
, I • ' 


















Millivolt Potentiometer: Leeds·and Northrup Model 8686 
accurate to one microvolt used to measure thennocouple 






Leeds and Northrup Speedomax H recorder cali-
type S thennocouples. This instrwnent used to 
temperature during the diffusion anneal. 
Matheson Ultra High purity Argon, 99.999% 
Oxygen T;rap: 3. 5 cubic inch volume of ·M~gn~sttiin c.hlp.s .. con~ 
tained in 1/2" I. D ,.1,,,,.,:.: 26" L quartz tube, ·a- 12:= in. sec-t ion 
of which is ~aintaine~Jv40o0 c. 
8. Flow Meter: Kontes Viz-Flow "140," with .tube :JC.-, :and Stainless 
Steel float. 
:-9. Gas P-re.ssur~ ~eg.u,_J}J/t:.o):---:. .Hb'ke· .Mode:1 :N.o_. 9fl2N .. 
. c.. ,:sectioning ~nd. Drying App~ra·.t:u .. s 
. 4, 
,. .. 
l. Ultra Vio·1e·t Lig,ht: ·Sourc-.. e :: .-Ntt.~:Atc· .~·Jat:e- 'l'vl_tl~itf, N .. u-~Arc:. '.Co·/·,. 
2. 
Inc. 




Pe·rk-'in--Eime.r Mod.el. :202. 
. . .. . ' .·. ' . -... ·.... 
4. V~cu:u.m _P.ump:_· .-sttindard s:c.ient'.i:fic s·upp1y Gor-p· .•. ,. :'Mode.I tO :P.. 
6, Heat SourGe::: --~~t'he-s_on .Scient.iftc·_; Model ·s.P-A1025B . 
• 7. ,Plasttc·. Via.l.s:-: , s·p·ex :1ndt.H~tries ~- Inc .. , 1 1/4" x :3''. 
D. Radiation Counting Apparatus Hamile-r Electronics C.ompany 
J. Universal Counting Shield, Model A-'500 . 
. ·2!' Probe, Model A-18 
a. Gamma Scintillation C:tys.t·al,: :Solid 'Na'l(T-h) ·1 't_/2''- d.ia_., 
.;· -·· . . . ' ... 
















,. '. ' 





, .. -, .. 
33. 
' 3. Non-Overload Amplifier and Pulse Height Discriminator, Model N302. 
4. Regulated H.V. Power Supply, Model N-4035. 
5. I;>ecad~ Scaler, Model N-276. 
6. Timer, Model N850R. 
Oh~niicals 
1. Isotope: Tracerbab, Na22 , carrier free. Chemtcal l<>I:iif, NaCl in 0.5N HCl.- 'A 
2. Detergent: Tri ton X-100, Rohm and Haas· C_o •. 
· 3. Steam Distilled Water: Electrif~ed Wat:er- Co_._ 
4, Acetone: Mallinckrodt, Analytical a,e·a-g:e·nt :ar·adtr_._ 
5. F;tchant: Ammonium Fluoride Hydrofl.uorlp :A_c_:-id Mi_xt.ure-
M-746, Lehigh V~lley Chemical Co. 
,: 
,-6. Koda! Met al Etch- Resist: MS-212, ~il1Efr-Stephenson :(~he_rni.Gti·l, 
,, Co. 
7, Resist Strip: J-100, Indust-Ri~:qi~m- _taboratory. 
,,1 ~ 
· 8, Stoddard Solvent - Matheson .Coleman and Bell CO',·: 
9. Ethylenediamine - Mat~eson_Cdleman and B~ll c~~ 
10, Pyrocatecol - M~tnes:on Colema>rJ and- Bell Co • 
.. 
.. 
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Isotope Surface Concentration 
' 
The Na 22 surf:ace concentrations for the di:ffu.sion specimen; were 
determined in the.- fol.towing_ -ma~11e.r: •. 
(l) 
the number of unch_a.nged :atoms·., '.N. ,· ·at ti.me- .t c,ai;l. --):,_~ determined pro--.oi 
and X is a constant chara.¢te·ris.t ic· ,o-:t:: the. pa-rtic.u1·~r _radioac-tiv¢ 
species. The rate of de~lay ~ls· found .by cf1:fferen.t:iat.ion. of· (i): ·an·d 
·:..., is e,cpressed as 
.. dN = ·.'·N dt ... ..(\ .. '.( 2) 
The c-harac·t·.erfst.-ic-. rate.· -of '.Q~'.c.~y·,. i./e. ::fctft a fiarticular radlo--
~ct i ve spec-ies, is. conven·fe:ntl-y -~xpre_.ss.ed in ·t~rms of. the :half-11:fe .. , 
~-
•. 
t!, the time re·quired for an -init ia1 )1tipipet· o:f atoms to- t,·e redu-c!ed. 
to half that number by tran~fo'rmations-~ .. Front ·(1), wtth N: = -~-:-, X· ' 
~ 2 
may be determined. for :Na-22: to be 
.. 




2 . 58 ye8:r-$: 
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,., •. ,~ 
,,. 
with a measured decay rate (the decay rate is obtained as the meas-- .-------··----- ,-·--·· --------· ·,·1.~· :···· , ' -· .... -~ .. ·-·· ... -· 
.ured number of disintegrations per unit time over background), use 











J\n application of the foregoing is given in the following example. 
Consider the determination of ·Na22 deposited on samples 5-A and 
5-8. 
The isotope_ concentra·ti·o·n. as received from th'e_· ~\l_i>Pl:1er wa::$ 2 µ 
~ 
. 
. .. ' 
. 
curie/ml. of which 2 ml. wa:s qried in the· p:r~tinum bo,a·l :~or deposi-
tion on the above samp:Ies. .The .rad,:j.oa_ctivity of the· s·pecimen;, for 
. a counting period of 10 minu·res .aft~lr va.ctium. dep.os_i_.tton, was measured 
- and found to be 197,084 counts ~rid 21s,·9a5· 9:oun-ts f-or '5~A and 5-B 
respectively. 22 . ·.. - 1.1 . A Na · standard· source :of. l 23 x +.O · ·· at-oms ,_ga.ye a total 
C count of 11,805 for tb.e s~tne ·counting period .. Appiying __ :equation (4) 
to each specimen and the s~a:ricla;rd. and farming t.he r.atio p~rmi ts the 
~ number of Na atoms dep.os·itect on ·5-A and 5-B to be determined. 
(' 
Nu ~-. -~~u 
.dt 
' .. •·· 
u and s refer to the· unknown and sta-nd_ard respectively. 
5-A • • 
1011 1.23 X 
22. 12 2· .. 05; ~ N 197, 084 :1.0 ' ' 
.Na ... :a"'.tpn.is - 11,805 :x: -u 
' ······ 
?-B: 
11 1 .23 X 10 
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36. 
. ...... The ratio in parenthesis is the scintillation counter sensitivity 
wh~ch is 1.04 ~ 107 Na 22 atoms/count/minute . 
• 
Tne deposition efficiency is given by the ratio of atoms deposited 
. on the two specimem to that dried in the boat and found to be 
12 12 2.05 X 10 + 2.25 X 10 Deposition Efficiency.= (2µc/~l.)(2ml.)(4.34 x 1012 atoms/µc) 
24.8 % (8) --
· 
.11. The surface concentration for t.h.e two.sp.eclmens was 5.4 x 10 .. . 
·Na~2 ato~s/cm2, the ratio of· the t:.ot,a.1 numb·er: of Na22 atoms depp·s.ited 
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Etch Rate (.R/min) 
10 
··s' · o· 








































































(1.19 ±.ll)x 10- 17 
·(i .. :96 ±1. 64) X 10-18 
(~ •. 61 +.28) 
-.26 X 10-18 
(2.48 +. 25)x .10-18 
- . 23 
(6 .. 79 +l.52)x 10-r 
-1.39 
(9.22 +2.28)x 10- g 
-2.61 ~I 
(6.58 !l:~o>i 10-19 
(2.19 +. 22) 
-.21 X 10-17 































* Couple composed of two ... ha.-lv.e·s o_--f: ·a: .11•·, di.a • .-sampl:e:,. f--ilm· s-i-de . .-s butted together. 













t-ion Thick- Et:c:h. E"t:c:h 
.. r' Mean No. ness Time Rate Depth 
X X 
-• cR> . {min) (R/_ cm xlo 6~ 
min), 
"). 2·5'Q 5 50 1:25 2. 
-~7 s· 9.4 2.74 
·3' ... 68 ~ 5 13.6 3.31 4 60 5· 12.0( 3.95 :5 59 5- 11.8 4.55 
·6 49 :5 9.8 5.09 
,,. . 
.... 1 185 5 37 0.93 
. >2' 69 
. 5 13.8 ,, 2.20 
... 
·3 
-59- . 5 11.8 2.84 
.. 









cm2'· ·-x:i(J 1·2. "(min) N 
:s:~mi>.I~ :a~A 
1.57 60' 65621 282 7.48 ·210 7023 987 
10.96 510, 7377 2397 
15.60 -960' 9523 4512 
20.66 .1·30: 6610 3430 
:25 •. 86 3·020 21684 14192 
.Sai;nple 2 
,[7 
0.86 2250 173002 11415 4.82 1440 7742 7:3:44 
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TABLE 3 (cont.) :._ }'. ... l 
>. 1 
" •· l 
L· 
·i Experimental Data 
Rela- I. t 
-:Sec.- tive ,. I ., I I 
:S.e~.- t:io11 l.n Prob- ~ f I !. ' 
:Etc.·h 
1 
·1:1C)I1 Thick- 'Etch· Mean -cc,unt.. Total Bkgnd ..• Sp~cJ:t l.c ~pecific able y 1 
·No .Time R.ate Depth ··Time· Count Count Act i.v.ity· ·Ac:t·ivi ty Error 
( 




X X X· . I 
· Ci> c5v x10 6 cmi: .· ·1012· (min) I (min) N N N-N cpm/unit (%) i cm :._ X· ·.· .. t· 
min) ··b b I 
. . 
vol .• ~ . 
. . ~- ' . "·-. - . 
.. t" 
\ i i 
:Sc\~ple 5-A i t t 
\ . i f· 
i -· 
I 
.-1· :~75· 275 1.38 1.89 60 45723 296 45427 2.753 1.01269 0.32 f-• I f.-c. 
2· ,g -0·.·1·9 10.7 2.79 ·7,.7:8 120 ~256 608 7648 7.966 2.07518 0.83 
~ r, 
0 ' i 
• 
3: ·3,:5, :5 7~0 3.01 9.03 120 8560 592 7968 1. 89'7 0.64027 0.81 ' ! { 




·5. 59 5: 11.8 4,63 21.39 1560 10540 7904 2636 0.029 -3.54045 3,45 ; ' 
- (! 
:f i 53 5 10.6 5.19 26.88 1560 9934 7904 2030 0,025 -3.68887 4.41 i ... \ 
7' 53 5 10.6 5.72 32.66 1500 9266 7600 1666 0.021 -3.86323 S.22 i I 
' 
. 
·8. 120 10. 12.0 6.58 43.30 1530 11058 7752 3306 0.018 -4.01738 2.78 t" 
'. f 
,9 246 20 . 12\3 8.41 70.73 1020 13627 5168 8459 0.034 -3.38139 ~1.10 \ i I' 
l 
' ; 





l 18 0 .• 167 108 0.09 0,0081 275· 10392 1357 9035 ·l. 825 0.60157 0.67 
2· 153 0.50 306 ...... 0.95 0,89 60 16013 296 15717 1.707 0.53473 0.55 
3· 143 1 '«3 I 2.43 5.88 60 33279 296 32983 3 .~844 1.34651 0.37 
.4 44 1 44 3.36 11.29 60 10163 296 9867 3.738 1.31855 0.69 
.5' 22 2 11 3.69 13.62 120 10803 592 10211 3.868 1.35273 0.70 
6 53 5 l°'.6 ) 4.07 16.52 240 9251 1184 8067 0.634 -0.45570 0.85 
7 81 .5 16.2 4.74 22.42. 1440 19050 7104 119.46 0.102 -2. 28278 0.91 















Rela-Sec- tive Sec- tion ln Prob-
.. tion Thick- Etcl)· ·Etch Mean Coun:t ·Total Bkgnd. Specific Specific able No. ness Tini.e· ·:Rate Depth 2 Tfm¢: Count Count Activity Activity Error ;;. 
X X 
.~ 
··.··10·1.·2· ci> (m}n)· ci;· 6- 2 (min) N Nb N-N cpm/unit (%) cm xlO cm. X .. b min) 
I vol. 
Sam.ple 8. l 
' ,. 
II I 58 2: 29 ·.o·. ·2:~ ·o. 084 930 7614 4588· 3026 0.056 -2. 88240 ·2.45 I 
:2 28 2· 14 0.72 0.52 780 6225 3848 2377 0.109 -2. 21640 2.83 ~ 3 65 .'$. 13 1.19 1.40 780 5942 3848 2094 0.041 -3.19418 3 .[17 ~· 
.... 4 43 :S· 8.6 1.73 2.97 1772 9755 8742 1013· 0.013 -4.34280 9.0 • 
·a.. 
Sampl_~ 4--A 
l 47 J: 47 0.24 :Q.-'OS6 ·so 10644 274 10370 3.-~.:a-11 1.30209 0.68 2 59 ·5 .t.l.:8 0 .1-7 ,0:.59 120 8978 548 8430 1 .. 191 ... 0.17479 0.78 
' 
·3 52 5 'l().·4 1.32 .l .'7S: 960· 14432 4384 10048 0.201 -1.'60445 o.·92 
·4 56 5 11 2 . . . 1.86 3 .4.6' 1020 9265 4658 4607 0.081 -2.51330 1. 72 
·5 58 5 1:1 .• 6 2.43 :?· .• -9}, 1020 5457 4658 799 0.014· -4.26869 8.43 1 ~ 6 38 5 7.6 2.91 :a·.47 1320 8274 7920 354 0.007 ~4.96184 24.09 
"' 
.. :::sample 4-B 
i 70 i 70 
._. •, 0.35 0 .123 37·5, 17273 1713 15560 0.593 -0.52256 0~59 
:2 8 1.: 8 0.74 0.548 360 6403 1644 4759 1.653 0.50259 1-. 26 
3 36 5: 7.1 0.96 0.918 220 8920 ·1006 7914 0.999 -0.00100, 0.84 
,4 59 .5. 11.7 1.43 2.04 975 9755 4453 5302 0 .:092 -2.38596 1.51 
,Y-·: 
: . 
.... •. :.. 
. t 
·.1 





Sec- ·tion ln Prob-, 
tion Thick- Etch Etch Mean Count Total Bkgnd. -'Specific Specific able \,_ 
No .. ness Time Rate Depth 
_2 Time Count Count Activity Activity Error 
-X X 2x 
cX> (min) cX; cm x106 xl012 (min) N Nb N-N cpm/unit "(%) cm 
. b 
min) vol. 
Sample 4-B (cont.) 
: 
. 
5 43 & 8.a: 1.94 > 3.75 600 3496 2740 756 0.029 -3.54045 7.00 
6 39 :·5 7. 7· 2.35 5.50 975 5360 4453 907 0.024 -3.72970 7.32 
• to 
Sample 7-A • 
1 18 1 18 0.09 0.0081 60 3773 301 3472 0.322 -1.13320 1.23 . 
2 569 .5' 114 3.03 9.15 10 25878 50 25828 4.539 1.51270 0.42. 
3 47 ,5 9.4 6.11 37.27 30 11918 151 11767 8.345 2.12166 0.63 • -~ . ) 
4 45 5 9 6.57 43.10 60 9747 301 9446 3.498 1.25219 0.71 
5 44 ::5 8.8 7.01 49.14 60 4695 301 4394 1.664 0.50922 1.08 
' 
' 
~-6 41 5 8. 2' 7.44 55.28 240 13048 1204 11844 1.204 0.18564 0.68 ' 
·7 37 :5 7 .4. 7.83 61. 23 180 9552 903 8049 1.299 0.26159 0.79 
8 42 ,5 8 .4. 8.22 67.57 120 6056 602 5454 1.082 0.07881 1.00 
Sample 7-B 
.. 
1 476 :2 238 2.38 5.66 20 23499 100 23399 2.458 0.89934 0. 44'" 
2 50 5 10 5.01 25.10 60 23736 301 23435 7.812 2.05566 0.44 
3 52 .5 10.4 5.52 30.47 60 13082 301 12781 4.096 1.41001 0.61 
4 38 :5 7 .61 5.97 35.64 60 6459 301 6158 2.701 0.99362 0.89 




tion Thick- Etch Etch Mean 
No. ness Time Rate Depth 
X X 




, ' . _., 
5 47 :5 9.4: 6.40 
6 33 5- 6 .61\ 6.80 
7 28 15 5. &!, 7.10 








TABLE 3 (cont.) 
_Experimental Data 
Coun-t To·-ta1 Bkgnd. 
-2 
·T:ime: daunt Count 
2x 
x1012 (nii~_J :N Nb .·N-·Nb 
. .. 
. .. 
Sample 7-B (cont.) 
40.90 600 29662 3010 26652 
46.17 180 3434 903 2531 
50.41 360 5068 1806 3262 




































FIGURE la. Electron Diffraction Pattern 
FIGURE lb. 
of the Film Surface Before 0 Etching, Film Thicknes s 2900 A. 
/ 
/ 
Elec~ron Diffraction Pattern, 
200 A Removed 
FIGURE le. 
45. 
Electron Diffraction Pattern, 
4 25 ~ Removed 
. f'IGURE ld. Electron Diffraction Pat!;ftrn, 




FIGURE le. Elec tron Diffraction Pattern, 
2125 ~ Removed 
FIGURE lf. E l e c t t\ on Di f fr· act i on Pat tern , 
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FIGURE 2. Micrographs of Replicas showing Ma~~~um 
Defect Dm.si ty A_r as of a Diffusion 
Specimen (see sk tch) Shadowing Angle 
20°. All micrographs(40,000X). 





c. Area 2 





FIGURE 2. (Continued) 
' .. 




e. Area 3 
.. 
Ill 
f. Area 3 








As deposited, silicon substrate 
adjacent to Photographic film . 
After thermal Anneal and Wash 
After Sectioning 
.FIGURE 3. Autoradiog raphs of 
.. 







FIGURE 4. 22 Typical NA Distribution 
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